IT’S TRUE.
THE LITTLE THINGS
MATTER MOST.
Unity® BioSync™ Contact Lenses with
HydraMist™ moisture technology provide
all-day comfort and exceptional vision in
a lens designed to enhance the oxygen
supply to your eyes, keeping them
healthy and clear.
Ask your VSP Network Doctor about
Unity BioSync Contact Lenses and make
sure to take advantage of the rebate for
puchasing an annual supply—you will
be surprised at how affordable these
exceptional contact lenses are.
Comfort, convenience, great vision—
helping you take notice of everyday
moments that make life meaningful.

EVERY DAY HOLDS SOMETHING
SPECIAL. JUST OPEN YOUR EYES.
Unity BioSync One-day Contact Lenses with all-new
HydraMist technology were designed with several
benefits in mind—all to allow you to appreciate
everything life has to offer.
HydraMist Technology
Mimics the nature of your eye to deliver exceptional
comfort for all-day wear.
Silicone Hydrogel Material
Enhances the oxygen supply to your eyes promoting
healthy eyes and great vision.
Available Directly from Your VSP Network Doctor
Get your prescription, fitting, and contact lenses
all from your trusted VSP Network Doctor.
High-value Rebate
Receive a rebate of up to $220* when you
purchase an annual supply.
* Non-VSP members receive a rebate of up to $200.

Ask your VSP Network Doctor about
Unity BioSync Contact Lenses with
HydraMist Technology.
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IT’S AMAZING HOW
SOMETHING SO SMALL
CAN MAKE SUCH
A BIG IMPACT.

R ATE D…*
SEE HOW SOMETHING SMALL
CAN EXPAND YOUR WORLD.

OUT OF

Whether you’re considering switching from
eye glasses or your current contact lenses,
the Unity BioSync Contact Lens fits on the
tip of your finger but improves your daily life
in a big way.
In fact, we spent 10 years designing
a product worthy of not only our name,
but your eyes.

FO R I N ITIAL
CO M FO RT

A small package with big benefits:
• Conveniently get your prescription, fitting,
and contact lenses directly from your
VSP Network Doctor.
• All-new HydraMist technology provides the
right balance of moisture and oxygen to get
you through your longest of days…comfortably.
• Receive a high-value consumer rebate when
you purchase an annual supply.
• And, of course, see everything more clearly.

OVE R ALL VI S I O N

*Based on results of multicenter randomized clinical trial
conducted by an independent
research consultant.

WHAT OUR PATIENT SURVEYS HAVE REVEALED…

VSP members consistently tell us that they prefer to get their eye care and vision correction
needs met by their VSP Network Doctor—someone they know and trust.
“I not only prescribe Unity BioSync
Contact Lenses to my patients—
I wear them every day myself!
I absolutely love them.”
– Dr. April Oliver, O.D.

“I’ve suffered from dry eyes for years
and have never been able to wear
contact lenses without discomfort.
But these contact lenses feel so great,
I can’t even tell I’m wearing them!”
– Crystal V.

“My last ‘dailies’ usually dried out on
me by 5 PM. Then my vision would
become cloudy—and I’d see halos.
I’d have to put in a new pair in the
evening if I wanted to go out. With
BioSync Contact Lenses, I haven’t had
any of those issues! They easily last
me until 11 PM at night…”
– Tanya M.

